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Abstract

The paper uses an overlapping generations model to examine the effects of an increase in a
household's land ownership on child labor. Consistent with previous studies, it found that small

increases in land lead to increased child labor. However, as land continues to increase child
labor declines. Further, even when an increase in land ownership causes an immediate rise in
child labor, there are contexts where long-run child labor (that is aggregated over progenies)
declines.
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1. Introduction

It has been noted in empirical studies that, in poor countries, a greater ownership of

land by a household or the fact of a household having a larger business enterprise

tends to result in greater child labor supplied by the household (Bhalotra and
Heady 2003 ; Edmonds and Turk 2004; Menon 2005). As Bhalotra and Heady note,
"In Pakistan, where 33% of households own land, the probability of working at all
or working on the farm is substantially higher among landowners than among the

landless" (p. 206). "In Ghana the probability of both working at all and working
on a farm increases steadily with land size for boys and girls" (p. 207). Some of
this leads to skepticism regarding the view that child labor is caused by poverty,
because the poor typically have little land or businesses opportunities. Moreover,
these findings suggest that, if we want to control child labor, we ought not to
enhance the land wealth of laboring households. This has huge implications for the

land-reform initiatives that so many poor countries, emerging from the shadows
of colonialism, have toyed with. However, before we settle for such far-reaching
conclusions it is important to try to understand analytically what underlies these
empirical findings.
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First of all, a closer look at the empirical evidence suggests that
poorest agricultural households, a rise in land wealth does result

labor, this relationship is non-monotonic. Using a new data set fr

India that gives information on the hours of work done by child

and Dutta (2008) show that the relation between child labor a
at the level of each household, is an inverted-U. Beyond a po

estimated to be three acres), as the land owned by a household co

the incidence of labor provided by the children of the household
aim of the present paper is to better understand the short-run and

of changes in a household's land holdings (or other durable capita

A novelty of the model is its explicit recognition of the dynamic
First we demonstrate how a standard overlapping generations

model with imperfect capital markets can explain the inverted-U

Second, the popular discussion and the empirical literature on the

wealth on the extent of child labor are focused entirely on the sho
Our dynamic model gives rise to the following natural question. Is

even when a rise in the household's land ownership causes an imm

in child labor, its impact on child labor aggregated over all fu

generations of the household goes down? This paper answers this

affirmative. Our analysis is based on an adaptation of the overlapp

model of Galor and Zeira (1993). For related work see Banerje

(1993), Galor and Weil (1996), Hazan and Berdugo (2002), a

Zilibotti (2005, 2008). We adapt the Galor-Zeira model to intr

factor of production and analyze the effect changes in land owner

labor. In our model, and in several of the cited papers, capital mark

play a critical role. We find that an exogenous rise in the hous

cause child labor to rise in the short run. If the rise in land weal

labor could be high even in the long run. But as soon as the i
goes above a critical level, child labor goes down in the long run,
immediate consequence is that of enhanced child labor.

2. Benchmark Model

As in the standard overlapping generations model, each person is supposed to live

for two periods - one as a child and a second as an adult. As a child the perso
can choose to get educated (at cost A) or not. If he gets educated, as an adult he
earns ws (wage for skilled workers); otherwise he earns wn < ws.
If a household has land I > 0 and uses L units of labor on it, it can produce
output q given by the production function

q = AlL- ^,
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where A, D > 0. Hence,

We use this special production functio

All we need is a production function w

rises, the marginal productivity of labo

It will be assumed that children, if th

is, there is no market as such for child

temporarily, that adult workers work o

wn, depending whether they are skille

As in the Galor-Zeira model a perso

adult. Her life-time utility, which is als

U(c9b) = c"bl-°, (1)
where c is consumption and b bequest.

The present model makes critical use of the reali

fect capital market, as assumed in, for instance, B

investing money in a bank a person earns an inter

he or she has to pay an interest of i where i > r. I

has y dollars as an adult her utility will be u = ey

her bequest will be b = (1 - a) y.
If a person inherits jc, has I units of land (this

down from one generation to another), decides no
amount when a child, her income as an adult is
Ix

Hence,

The

+

her

AIL

life-time

v{x%

L)

=

optimal

value

utility

e

of

is

l\x
L

is

+

AIL

easily

given by

Hence, as land increases, child labor increases. Note that inheritance (x) does not
affect L once the child has decided not to go to school. This changes, however,

once we endogenize the decision to go to school.
1 . In this production function there is complementarity between land and labor and there are increas-

ing returns to scale. The latter, fortunately, is incidental. As will be obvious from the subsequent
generalized model, our result does not hinge on it in any way.
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2.1. Education and Bequests

For now, a child born into a household with I units of land and a

of x units of financial wealth will, if she decides not to get educ

L units of labor as given by equation (3). The question that

answer is whether or not she will get education. It will be assume

is incompatible with child labor. This is a useful simplifying assu

more than a polar case of what is empirically valid, namely, that g

implies less child labor (see, for example, Kruger 2007; Edmon
Topalova 2008).

A person who inherits jc, has land £, chooses not to get educati

optimally as a child, will get the utility level given by

un(x) = eUx + ^-) (1 + r) + u>„
and will leave a bequest given by

M*) = (1 - «) [(* + ^-) (! + >") + «
The subscript n represents "no schooling."

A person who inherits jc, has land I and chooses to go to s
following utility,

le[(x-h)(l+r) + ws] ifx>h,

us(x)

=

{

\e[(x

and

leaves

(6)

-

the

h)(l

foll

i(l-a)[(x-h
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Figure 1. Educated (us) and non-educated (un)

much a person will bequeath xt+\ as a f

Let us use \\r to denote this 'bequest fun

xt+\ = 1r(xt) = \ Ä (8)

In addition, it is worth noting that Jc itself is a function of

x/r is illustrated in Figure 2. EFGJ** describes the line of

A steady state equilibrium is a fixed point of this function

into a steady state, the behavior of all its progenies remai

Diagrammatically, a steady-state equilibrium is describe

section between the 45° line and the line of the beques

Figure 2 there are three steady-state equilibria of which jc*

As in Galor and Zeira, to assure that the process of beques

two stable steady states can occur, we assume r < a/(\

this assumption implies that the slope of the bequest funct
and jc**, and steeper than 1 in the intermediate region.

2.2. The Effect of Land Increase

Suppose a dynasty is in the equilibrium jc*. Therefore
bequest of jc* and bequeaths to her child jc*. Now let t
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Figure 2. The dynamics of bequests and steady states equilibria.

dynasty increase from I to £ '. Because bs is unaffected by this an

only change in Figure 2 is that in the graph of the bequest function

EF will rise to, say, E'F'. Hence, the new steady state will move to

equilibrium bequest will be higher and child labor will be higher, a
Next suppose land rises even further, to l'\ so that EF rises to

will now be just one steady state, at /**, where child labor is zero; a

ational bequest will be high, jc**. The dynamics can be seen in Figu

from jc* and landholding £, as land rises to l" child labor will rise

Then with each generation the bequest will keep rising. As soon
goes beyond F", child labor drops down to zero and will neve
The bequest will eventually settle at the new steady state equilibri
More interesting results are possible by adding some more flex

stylized model. It was assumed that children can work on the family
that there is no labor market for children. It was assumed in additio

no inter-household adult labor market either. The latter assumptio

In the next section we allow the possibility that each household ca
profitable, hire adult laborers from the open adult labor market.

3. Adult Labor and an Inverted-U

In the simple model described in the previous section only children were employed

on a household's land, and land holdings could only affect the income of a
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non-educated child. In this section we
instead, that adult workers can be hired

increased land holdings affect a househ
to school. As in the simple version, the
enhanced land ownership can go in oppos
section the effect on short-run child lab

labor (weakly) rises. The small injection
yields a more interesting and empirica
owned by a household initially results in
more, but as land continues to increase,
children decline. A novel feature introdu

recognizes that children need adult help o

by formally describing the new product
3.1. A New Production Process

Without loss of generality we shall assume that leisure has zero value. Child labor

Lc is therefore free for the household; Lc e [0, 1] because children only work
on their own family land. Adult labor units La cost wn per unit (the wage for
non-skilled worker) and can be hired in a labor market. The novel feature that is
introduced here is the recognition that children need adult supervision to be productive. This introduces a limited amount of one-way complementarity between
adult and child laborers. Hence, we assume every unit of child labor requires <p
units of adult labor. Supervised child labor and adult labor are perfect substitutes,

with every y units of supervised child labor being equivalent to one unit of adult

labor, y e (0, 1]. We shall also assume y > cp; otherwise it would never be
worthwhile employing children. When there are enough adults to supervise child
labor, total effective labor hours include adults who are not engaged in supervising

and adult equivalent units of supervised child labor. All working children must
be supervised. Employing Lc units of child labor and La units of adult labor the
number of effective labor units is given by

J(j T ì _ |L« - <PLc + YLc if <pLc < La,

[yLa/<p if <pLc>La.

What the second line of this equation says is that, in case there are more children

than can be supervised by the available adults, then the extra children are left

unused. A visual representation of equation (9) is provided in Figure 3. Each
each unbroken line such as ABC represents all combinations of La and Lc which
generates the same total effective labor. It will be evident from the production
function introduced subsequently that if land is held constant then each of these
lines is an isoquant. As evident from the figure, child and adult labor are substitutes
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Figure 3. Effective labor isoquants given child (Lc) and adult (La) labo

within a bound beyond which they become complements. This

from the assumption that is to be found in the existing literature

We believe this is the more realistic description. Because in th

there will be no loss of generality in assuming y = 1, we will do s
notation.

Given L units of(effective) labor and £ units ofland output is q

make standard assumptions on the production function. The produ

is twice continuously differentiable; no output can be produced ab

inputs F(0, L) = F(£,0) = 0; production increases with land

for L > 0 and with labor Fl(£, L) > 0 for £ > 0; and is strictly
Fl,l(£, L) < 0. Moreover, we assume that the marginal product
increases with land holdings Fl^(1, L) > 0. To ensure that at lea
is employed, we also assume Fl(£, 0) > wn for all I > 0.

It is easy to see from equation (9) that there is no loss of generali

that households choose Lc and La such that <pLc < La. Hence,
profit maximization problem is given by

max F(£, La - <pLc + Lc) - wnLa

La,Lc>0

subject to: Lc < 1 and La > <pLc.
The profit earned by a household owning £ units of land that, respectively,
does not send its children to school and does send its children to school will be
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denoted by Yln (£) and Yls (£). These are
from the authors on request) and one can

with £. We will assume Us(£) is unbou
commonly used production functions.

3.2. The Effect of an Increase in Land

In this more complex model, where hire
land, equation (4) has to be rewritten as

un{x, I) = e{[x + Tln(£)](l + r) + wn}, (10)
and equation (6) has to be rewritten as

i)=\e{[x + ns(£)-h](l+r) + ws} ifx + ns(l)>h9
\e{[x + Tls(l)-h](l+i) + ws} ifx + Tls(£)<h.

Let us denote the corresponding bequest function in this model, defin

novel way, by bn(x, £) and bs(x, £). Earlier, in equations (4) and (6
with I but us(x) was unaffected by this change. Now, however, bo
and us(x, £) rise as £ increases. The effect on the point of intersectio
un(x, £) and us(x, £) shown by x in Figure 2 is ambiguous for sm

in £, but when £ rises sufficiently, x moves so far to the left that it g

original bequest level jt*. In that case, even in the short run child lab

as household profit is large enough for the child to choose to educate

captures the relation between £ and the short-run incidence of child la

This relationship is an inverted-U (admittedly, a cubist's represent
and fits in well with the empirical picture described in Figure 1.

Consider now the long-run effect of an increase in land. The rise i

the resulting rise in profit also increase the level of bequest xt+\ for
values of inheritance xt. Hence, the three segments plotted in Figure

The steady state levels of bequest jc* and jc** both rise. For a sufficie

£, x* > x and there is only one steady state in which child labor drop

Moreover, we show in the next proposition that, starting from land hol

enough, it is always possible that an increase in land holdings would r

short-run increase in child labor, but a long-run decline in child labor

Proposition 1. Suppose x*(£o) is a stable steady state, given land
that child labor is less than 1 (£o < £), and the child is not sent
(x*(£o) < x(£o) < h - n,s(£o))> then there exist £\ > £o such that
of land to £\ causes child labor to (i) rise in the short run, and (ii
long run.
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Figure 4. Short run child labor as a function of land holdings.

The formal proof of the proposition is omitted here. The int

Suppose there is a household with a negligible amount of land. T

household and the children will be doing little work, because
market for children. In case the household gets an exogenous
given the lower cost of using the household's own children, chil

As land further increases, the productivity of child labor increase

child labor will rise. However, beyond a point, this will cause th

by the grandchildren to rise; and the snowballing effect of risin
release the great . . . great-grandchildren of the household from

while the first-generation children's labor rises, the aggregate c
future generations children declines.

The result is relevant only for those households which, fo
son, experience changes in land holding. Expansion in land-h
course be the experience of all households because, if population

land remains constant, some households must experience a declin

holding. The analysis gets more complex if we consider migratio

urban areas and changes in arable rural land caused by changes in

other rural infrastructure. This lies beyond the scope of the pres

Our model described a mechanism that explains the empir
between land and child labor. For poor households, capital an

imperfections and the fact that children's marginal productivity

land holdings result in an increase in child labor as land rises. Fo
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large land holdings, education is prefer

prevails in the short run as well as in th

occurs earlier. Hence, long-run child la

impact of an intervention is to raise ch

away from agriculture into manufactu

ship and the productivity of land (throu

instance) are likely to be a effective wa
in the long run.
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